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 I. INTRODUCTION

Databases have gone through the development from
hierarchal and network databases to relational databases.
When the databases are used for CAD/CAM, knowledge
based systems, multimedia and Internet; so many
limitations have been encountered in the relational
databases. Hence, ER data models [1], object oriented
data models and logic models have been proposed. In
traditional models, we are assuming that data stored is
known, accurate and complete. But what about the
uncertain data? Now, let us consider the following concept
of data uncertainty. Five basic types of imperfection have
been introduced in this research paper. These are:
1.Inconsistency 2.Imprecision 3.Vagueness 4.Uncertainty
5.Ambiguity [2]. Inconsistency is a kind of semantic conflict
when some aspect of the real world is irreconcilably
represented more than once in a database or in different
databases. In imprecision and vagueness, the value
attributed to an attribute or the interpretation assigned to
the concept, is known to come from a given interval or a set
of values but we do not know exactly which one to choose
at present. Uncertainty refers to those situations, in which
we can apportion some, but not all, of our belief to the fact
that an attribute took a given value or a group of given
values. In ambiguity some elements of this model lack
complete semantics, leading to several possible
interpretations. Vagueness and uncertainty are generally
modeled with fuzzy sets and possibility theory [3, 4]. The
fuzzy information is also handled with relational database
concepts. Recent efforts have extended these results to
object oriented databases by introducing the related
notions of classes, generalizations, specialization and
inheritance [5,6,7,8]. The uncertainty is handled at data
level and conceptual model level both [9,10,11].

The additional things that are to be captured in object
oriented database methods are items triggers, indexes
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and various types of constraints directly as part of the
diagram. Object oriented concepts are being applied to
data modeling.[12,13] More recently, these concepts are
used to model XML conceptually [14]. One thing lacking in
the object oriented databases modeling can be
generalized as the need to handle imprecision and
uncertain information. Although imprecise and uncertain
information exists in knowledge engineering and database
systems, and have extensively been studied. In this paper,
the fuzzy implementations are derived with object
modeling concepts like class, generalization, aggregation,
association etc.

II.  FUZZY CLASS

We can implement a class by two methods named
extensional and intensional implementation. In
extensional implementation of the class, the class is
defined by the list of objects, but in intensional
implementation of the class, the class is defined by a set of
attributes with their admissible values.

First, it is possible that some objects are fuzzy ones,
which have similar properties. A class defined by these
objects may be fuzzy. These objects belong to the class
with a membership degree of [0, 1]. Second, the domain of
an attribute may be fuzzy and fuzzy class is formed.

Third, the sub class produced by a fuzzy class using
specialization and super class produced by some classes
using generalization, in which at least one class is fuzzy,
are also fuzzy.

Now in the context of the class, we can define three levels
of the fuzziness in the classes: [15]

1. Fuzziness in terms of, class belongs to the data
model.

2. Fuzziness related to whether some instances are
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instances of a class, even though the structure of the
class is crisp.

3. Fuzziness in attribute values of the instances of the
class.

A. First level of fuzziness

In the first level of the fuzziness, we write the following
syntax to present the class name or attribute in the class.

CLASS NAME WITH m DEGREE 

where 0 ≤ m ≤ 1[16,17]

Like, for a class in a data model, we can write the
syntax “Person WITH 0.8 DEGREE”. The class will not be
declared having degree 0 and 1. For example, we do not
write the syntax like [12], “PERSON WITH 1 DEGREE” or
“PERSON WITH 0 DEGREE”

B. Second level of fuzziness

We must indicate the degree of fuzziness to which an
instance of the class belongs to the class. For this, we

introduce a special attribute �to represent the instance
membership degree to the class.

C. Third level of the fuzziness

The fuzziness in terms of attribute’s value domain, we
write the following syntax like, “JOB WITH 0.5 DEGREE”.
But in the second case, when an attribute may take fuzzy
values namely, its domain is fuzzy; we introduce a different
syntax like “FUZZYAGE”.

Such fuzzy classes will be represented by dashed 
outline rectangle.

Fig .1 Fuzzy class

III. FUZZY GENERALIZATION

A class produced from a fuzzy class must be fuzzy.
Hence, sub-class and super-class relationship is fuzzy.
That means, a class is the subclass of another class with 
membership degree of [0,1] at that time. Now we are
considering the two methods to determine the subclass –

super class relationship.

A. Fuzzy generalization considering first level of fuzziness
in the classes

Assume that X and Y are the two classes having X WITH
mem_X DEGREE and Y WITH mem_Y DEGREE.

�
Then Y is the subclass of X if (Ae)(�≤�(e)≤��(e)) (�≤� �

mem_Y≤mem_X) Consider a fuzzy super class X and its

fuzzy subclasses Y1, Y2, Y3…….Yn with instance

membership degree �,�,�………….�, which mayX Y1 Y2 Yn

have degree of membership mem_X, mem_Y1,
mem_Y2,.....…….… mem_Yn respectively.

Then following relationship is true.

��
(�e) (max(�(e), �(e),...........,�(e)) �(e))Y1 Y2 Yn x

(max(mem_Y1,mem_Y2,.....,mem_Yn) mem_A)

With intensional implementation of the class, no
object is available. Hence, above method is not feasible.

At this point, we can use the inclusion degree of a
class with respect to another class to determine the
relationships between fuzzy subclass and fuzzy super
class. This was proposed for assessment of data
redundancy in fuzzy relational databases [18,19].

The inclusion degree is extended to evaluate the
membership degree of an object to a class and further the
relationships between the fuzzy subclass and super class.

For example, let X and Y are two fuzzy classes and
the degree that Y is the subclass of X be denoted by

�(X,Y).

The threshold given is�, and then Y is a subclass of X

if�(X,Y)≥�	

Now consider the following situation, in which we
have two classes X and Y as follows:

X WITH mem_X DEGREE 

Y WITH mem_Y DEGREE.

Then Y is the subclass of X if 

�(X,Y)≥�
�� ((��≤�mem_Y≤ mem_X))

3.2 Fuzzy generalization considering second level of 
fuzziness in the classes

The sub class is a sub class of the super class with
membership degree, which is minimum in the membership
degree to which these objects belong to the subclass,
when these two rules are true.

1. For any fuzzy object, if the membership degree that it
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belongs to the sub class is less than or equal to the
membership degree that it belongs to the super class.

2. The membership degree that it belongs to the sub
class is greater than or equal to the given threshold.

Formally, let X and Y are the two fuzzy subclasses and 

be a given threshold. We say Y is a subclass of X if (�e)

(�≤�(e),≤�(e))Y X

 Here, e is the object instance of the class X and Y in the 

universe of discourse, �(e) and �(e) and are theX Y

membership degrees of e to X and Y, respectively.

Fig .2 Fuzzy generalization

IV. FUZZY AGGREGATION

An aggregation captures a whole – part relationship
between an aggregate and a constituent part. These
constituent parts can exists independently. Therefore,
each instance of an aggregate can be projected into a set
of instances of constituent parts.

Let X be an aggregation of the constituent parts Y ,1

Y ,……and Y .2 n

For, the projection of e to Y  is denoted by ↓ . Then, we i Yi

have (e↓)�Y , (e↓ )�Y ,.....................(e↓ )�YYi 1 Y2 2 Yn n

A class aggregated from fuzzy constituent parts must
be fuzzy. If the former is still called aggregate, the
aggregation is fuzzy. Hence, a class is an aggregation of
constituent parts with the membership degree of [0, 1].

4.1 Method of determining the fuzzy aggregation

1. For any fuzzy object, if the membership degree to
which it belongs to the aggregate is less than or equal
to the membership degree to which its projection to
each constituent parts belongs to the corresponding 
constituent parts [20].

2. The membership degree to which it belongs to the
aggregate is greater than or equal to the given

threshold [20].

The aggregate is then an aggregation of the
constituent’s parts with the membership degree, which is
minimum in the membership degree to which the
projection of theses objects to these constituent parts
belong to the corresponding constituent parts.

Let X be a fuzzy aggregation of fuzzy class sets Y , Y ,1 2

……………Y , with instance membership degree that are n

µ , µ , µ ,…….. µ respectively.X Y1 Y2 Yn

Given threshold is ß.

(�e) (e�X��≤µ (e) ≤min(µ (e↓ ),µ (e↓ )...........X Y1 Yi Y2 Y2

Y .....................µ (e↓ )))yn Yn Yn

The membership degree that X is an aggregation of class
sets Y , Y ,………..Y , should be1 2 n

min �µ (e↓)) (1≤³≤ n)µBi (e↓Bi)≥�Bi Bi

Here, e is an object instance of X. 

Now we consider first level of fuzziness in above 
discussed classes. 

X WITH mem_X DEGREE

Y1 WITH mem_Y1 DEGREE 

Y2 WITH mem_Y2 DEGREE 

………..

Yn WITH mem_Yn DEGREE

Then X is the aggregate of Y1,Y2,………….and Yn if

(�e) (e�X��≤µ (e) ≤min(µ (e↓ ),µ (e↓ )...........X Y1 Yi Y2 Y2

Y (e↓ )�mem_Y ))Yn Yn n

Here, ��is the given threshold. When we are
implementing the class intentional point of view, we
present the use of inclusion degree with fuzzy aggregation
relationship [5].

Let X be a fuzzy aggregation of fuzzy class sets Y1,

Y2,…………..and Yn and ��is the given threshold. Let the

projection of X to Yi be denoted by X↓ .Then min(µ(Y1,
Yi

X↓ ),µ (Y2, X↓ ),........ µ(Yn,X↓ ))≥�
Y1 Y2 Yn

Here, µ(Y1, X↓ )......(1≤³≤ n)  is the degree to which 
Y1

Yi semantically includes X↓ .
Yi

The membership degree to which X is an 

aggregation of Y1,Y2,……….. and Yn is min(µ(B1, A↓

),µ (B2, A↓ ) ,........ µ(Bn, A↓ ))
B1 B2 Bn
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The above expression can be extended for the
situation in which, A, B1, B2,…..Bn may have the first level
of fuzziness. Like they may have fuzzy classes with
membership degrees as follows:

X WITH mem_X DEGREE

Y1 WITH mem_Y1 DEGREE

Y2 WITH mem_Y2 DEGREE

………………….……………..

Yn WITH mem_Yn DEGREE

Then X is an aggregate of Y1, Y2,……………Yn if

min(µ(Y1, X↓ ),µ (Y2, X↓ ) ,......... µ(Yn, A↓ ))≥
Y1 Y2 Yn

��mem_X≤min (Mem_Y1,mem_Y2,.................

mem_Yn))

A dashed open diamond is used to denote fuzzy
aggregation relationship.

Fig .3 Fuzzy Aggregation

V.  FUZZY ASSOCIATION

Two levels of fuzziness would be identified in the
association relationship.

1. An association relationship fuzzily exists in two
associated classes, this association relationship
occurs with a degree of possibility.

2. It is possible that it is unknown for certain if two class
instances respectively belonging to the associated
classes have the given association relationship,
although this association relation ship must occur in
these two classes [21].

An instance belongs to a given class with a
membership degree. Both of the two above fuzziness can
be possible simultaneously. First level fuzziness is at class
level and second level of fuzziness is at instance level.

We can place a pair of words WITH mem DEGREE

≤mem≤1after the rolename of association relationship to

represent the first level of fuzziness in the association
relationship [4].

Fig .4 First level of fuzzy association

We use a double line with an arrowhead to denote the
second level of fuzziness in the association relationship.

Fig .5 Second level of fuzzy association

Fig .6 Combining first & second level of fuzzy association

VI. CONCLUSION

The fuzzy object modeling is the extended form of the
classical object modeling with certain added features.
When there is no fuzziness in the universe of discourse,
the fuzzy object modeling can be reduced to the classical
object modeling. The focus is emphasized on modeling of
fuzzy data in the object modeling. In future, the outcome of
this paper would be a path for researchers basically on the
study of class operations, constraints, and rules in the
fuzzy object oriented modeling. In addition, mapping the
fuzzy object oriented modeling into object-oriented
databases will be main theme of the research.
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